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Abstract 

 

Median polish is a simple and robust method in exploratory data analysis. Median 

polish is resistant to holes in the table, that is, cells that have no values, but it may 

require a lot of iterations through the data. This paper describes a technique that 

uses median polish to observe the relationship between students’ attendance in 

classes with their performance in the final exam. We found that different 

attendance percentage in classes can lead to different effect on student’s final 

exam grades. A student with lower attendance percentage shall get a lower grade 

in final exam, for overall.  
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1 Introduction 
 

We shall discuss the contribution of John Tukey, [1] in development of median  
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polish later in this study. Median polish finds an additively-fit model for data in 

two-way table (usually, results from a factorial experiment) of the form row effect 

+ column effect + overall median. It is an exploratory data analysis technique for 

grouped data. It results in an additive decomposition of data into several parts. 

Those parts are common value, factor-1 effects, factor-2 effects,…, factor-n 

effects and residuals.   

Median polish is robust to outliers since it uses medians rather than means. It is 

a data analysis technique which more robust than ANOVA for examining the 

significance of the various factors in a multifactor model. The numbers of factors 

(independent variables) are suggested to be between 1 and 5, inclusive. In this 

study, we would like to know whether absent in classes will have effects on 

grades obtained by using median polish. 

 

 

2 Literature Reviews 
 

2.1 Median Polish 

 

Median polish is one of the method that introduced by Tukey, [1]. Suppose we 

observe a variable Y under conditions described by two factors. The data could be 

arranged into a table with one of the factors constant along rows and the other 

constant along columns, and ijy
 denotes the observation in row i and column j. 

For such data, one wants to understand the way in which the variable Y depends 

on the two factors. When the row and column factors are associated with 

numerical values ix
 and jz

, the simplest description would be a linear regression 

with fitted cell values  

jiij zbxbby 210
ˆ 

          (1) 

The observations, ijy
 is written as sum of two terms ijijij ryy  ˆ , the fit plus 

residuals. If no numerical values of ix
 and jz

 are at hand to apply the linear 

regression, one can still use this same idea by replacing the ixb1  with a row 

effect ic  and the jzb2  with column effect jd , which leads to  

jiij dcby  0
ˆ            (2) 

As a result, we will have the following equation:  

jiij zbxbby 210
ˆ 

          (3) 

and it can be transformed into  

jiij dcby  0
ˆ ,           (4) 

where ijŷ  = observation from row i and column j, 0b is overall effect, ic  is  

ith row effect, and  jd is the jth column effect.  
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2.2 Statistical Model for Median Polish 

A table with r rows and c columns in which the entry in cell  ji, represents 

either the frequency for that outcome (in the context of a contingency 

table for categorical variables) or a value resulting from that row and column 

combination in the context of ANOVA is called as two-way table. Such a table 

might be called an r-by-c table; if 2 cr  then it would be called as a 

two-by-two table. 

Freeman, [2] has shown that patterns in two-way tables are often described in 

terms of differences among entire rows or columns of data values. Thus, a row 

with larger-than-average data values might be noted. We often label each data 

value in a cell of a two-way table with the number of the row and the number of 

the column in which the value appears, and we think of the row and column 

identities as factors that help us to account for observed patterns. Generally, the 

data value in the ith row and jth column is denoted by jiy , . While the rows and 

columns are the factors helping to describe the data values in the table, the data 

values themselves are thought of as the response. 

 

Model for Two-Way Tables 
 

There are many ways to find an additive model for a two-way table. 

Regardless of the method, we must progress from the original data table to: (1) a 

common value, (2) a set of row effects, (3) a set of column effects, and (4) a table 

of residuals, all of which sum to the original data values. Several methods do this 

in stages which are sweeping information on additive behavior out of the data and 

into the common term, row effects, and column effects in turn. If each stage 

ensures that the sum of the fit components and the residuals equals the original 

data, then the result of several stages will also be additive. Siegel, [3] said that the 

fits can be protected from the effects of extraordinary data values by summarizing 

appropriate portions of the data with medians. That is, using medians in each 

stage of the fitting process to summarize either rows or columns, and sweeping 

the information they describe into the fit. 

The common term describes the level if the data values in the table as a whole. 

It can thus be thought of as describing a two-way table that has the same constant 

value in each cell. Each row effect describes the way in which the data values in 

its row tend to differ from the common level. Therefore the collection of row 

effects describes a table that is constant across each row. Similarly, the column 

effects describe the way in which the data values in each column tend to differ 

from the common value. They thus describe a table that is constant down each 

column. The sum of these three components – common term, row effects, and 

column effects – can be found by adding the three simple tables together. Each 

cell of this summed table describes, or fits, the corresponding cell of the original 

table of data. According to [4], the fit for the cell in row i and column j is equal to: 

jiij effectcolumn effect row  mcommon terfit  . 

http://www.answers.com/topic/frequency-421
http://www.answers.com/topic/contingency-table
http://www.answers.com/topic/contingency-table
http://www.answers.com/topic/categorical-variable
http://www.answers.com/topic/anova-1
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Residuals 

 

We need to examine the differences between the raw data and the values 

suggested by the fitted equation whenever we fit a model to data. For fitting an 

additive model of a two-way table, these differences are represented by: 

ijijij fitdataresidual  , or equivalently,  

ijjiij residualeffectcolumn effect rowcommondata  . 

2.3 Steps for Conducting Median Polish 

 

According to [1], the steps in median polish are as follows:  

1. Take the median of each row and record the value to the side of the row, 

subtract the row median from each value in that row. 

2. Compute the median of the row medians, and record the value as the overall 

effect, subtract the overall effect from each of the row medians. 

3. Take the median of each column and record the value beneath the column. 

Subtract the column median from each value in that particular column. 

4. Compute the median of the column medians and add the value to the current 

overall effect. Subtract this addition to the overall effect from each of the 

column medians. 

5. Repeat steps 1 – 4 until no changes occur with the row or column medians. 

 

3 Data and Methodology 
 

3.1 Data 

 

We took an empirical data from a public university in Malaysia. There are in 

total of 7 courses that we used as sample to run the median polish algorithm. All 

the 7 courses can be grouped into 2 categories; MTH3000- and MTH4000- level 

courses. For MTH3000- level courses, it includes MTH3100, MTH3104, 

MTH3401, MTH3402 and MTH3500. There are 67 students in MTH3100, 71 

students in MTH3104, 81 students in MTH3401, 80 students in MTH3402 and 81 

students in MTH3500. For MTH4000- courses, it includes 2 courses which are 

MTH4202 and MTH4603. In MTH4202, there are a total of 61 students whereas 

for MTH4603, the total number of students is 53. 

Therefore, in MTH3000- level courses, there are total of 380 students whereas 

for MTH4000- level courses, there are a total of 114 students. Finally, in this 

study, we are going to run median polish method based on data from 494 students.  

 

3.2 Methodology 

 

We calculate the total number of student who is attending a class. Then, we 

take the total attendance of each student divide by the total classes that are held 

during the entire semester. From this method, we can conclude one’s percentage  
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of attending the classes. Next, we distribute those percentages into 4 categories, 

that is, 0% - 50%, 50% - 70%, 70% - 90%, and 90% - 100%.  

Under each of the category of attendance, we get the mean scores of those 

students from that category. Therefore we generate a two-way table which 

included students’ attendance and their mean performance in respective courses.  

To fulfill the main objectives that we set in the beginning of the study, we do step 

by step of the median polish by using Microsoft Office Excel. After reaching final 

residual table which also includes row effects, column effects and overall mean, 

we try to analyze the results. 

 

 

4 Results and Discussions 
 

After all the analysis from the attendance sheets and final grades, we created 

an initial table as follows: 

 

Table 1. Initial Table based on Attendance Sheet 
Course Percentages of Attendance 

0-50 50-70 70-90 90-100 

MTH3100 4 4 19 40 

MTH3104 1 4 23 43 

MTH3401 2 4 43 32 

MTH3402 0 1 10 69 

MTH3500 1 0 15 65 

MTH4202 1 2 10 48 

MTH4603 0 0 10 43 

 

From Table 1, the numbers in each cell represents the number of students who 

being grouped under respectively category of attendance percentage.  After that, 

we compute the mean performance for students in each category. In the end of 

this early step of analysis, we get the table which included the percentage of 

attendance of each category, courses, and the mean scores of students under each 

category as follows: 

 

 

Table 2. Mean Performance of The Students in Each Category 
Course Percentages of Attendance Median 

0-50 50-70 70-90 90-100 

MTH3100 8.3 33.5 54.7 58.9 44.10 

MTH3104 0 36.5 47.7 67.5 42.10 

MTH3401 11.5 59 67.9 74.7 63.45 

MTH3402 0 55 62 72.1 58.50 

MTH3500 0 0 70.1 67.4 33.70 

MTH4202 45 56.5 64.3 70.1 60.40 

MTH4603 0 0 57.1 61.3 28.55 
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In the Table 2, we include the attendance categories for all courses. Except the 

last column, the number in each cell is the mean performance of students, which 

are the average marks for students under that respectively category.  Meanwhile, 

the last column is median score of the students for each course. Then, we do the 

first sweeping step of median polish in Microsoft Excel. 

We start the algorithm of median polish by row. The row medians for all the 

seven courses are 44.1, 42.1, 63.45, 58.5, 33.7, 60.4, and 28.55, respectively 

which we have moved all the medians under ‘Part’ column to make our 

calculation easier. Then we run the first sweeping and we get the output table as 

the following (Table 3): 

 

Table 3.  Result after The First Sweeping 
Course Percentages of Attendance Part 

0-50 50-70 70-90 90-100 

MTH3100 -35.8 -10.6 10.6 14.8 44.10 

MTH3104 -42.1 -5.6 5.6 25.4 42.10 

MTH3401 -51.95 -4.45 4.45 11.25 63.45 

MTH3402 -58.5 -3.5 3.5 13.6 58.50 

MTH3500 -33.7 -33.7 36.4 33.7 33.70 

MTH4202 -15.4 -3.9 3.9 9.7 60.40 

MTH4603 -28.55 -28.55 28.55 32.75 28.55 

Median -33.8 -5.8 5.6 14.8 44.10 

 

In Table 3, the last column records all the row medians for all the seven 

courses. The values which are inside the table are the outcome of the subtraction 

of the initial table values with the row medians respectively. Whereas the last row 

at the bottom of this table include the column medians of the outcome values 

which will be useful in the second sweeping algorithm.  

In second sweeping, we subtract all the outcome values from table in first 

sweeping with the values which located inside ‘median’ row in Table 2. After 

second sweeping, we get the table as following: 

In Table 4, the values under columns attendance percentage are all the results 

after deduction of values in Table 2 with the column medians, whereas the 

‘median’ column in the Table 4 is all the row medians of it. The values below the 

‘Part’ column are the results of deduction of first set of row medians with the 

overall effect, that is, 44.10. 

 

Table 4.  Result after The Second Sweeping 
Course Percentages of Attendance Median Part 

0-50 50-70 70-90 90-100 

MTH3100 0 -5 5 0 0 0 

MTH3104 -6.3 0 0 10.6 0 -2 

MTH3401 -16.15 1.15 -1.15 -3.55 -2.35 19.5 

MTH3402 -22.7 2.1 -2.1 -1.2 -1.65 14.4 

MTH3500 2.1 -28.1 30.8 18.9 10.5 -10.4 

MTH4202 20.4 1.7 -1.7 -5.1 0 16.3 

MTH4603 7.25 -22.95 22.95 17.95 12.6 -15.55 

Median -35.8 -5.6 5.6 14.8 0 44.10 
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In third sweeping, we will subtract each of the row values in Table 4 with their 

row medians respectively. After that, we create the column medians and 

categorize them under the new ‘median’ column. The Table 5 below shows the 

output table we get after the third sweeping:    

            

Table 5.  Result after The Third Sweeping 
Course Percentages of Attendance Part 

0-50 50-70 70-90 90-100 

MTH3100 0 -5 5 0 0 

MTH3104 -6.3 0 0 10.6 -2 

MTH3401 -13.8 3.5 1.2 -1.2 17 

MTH3402 -21.05 3.75 -0.45 0.45 12.75 

MTH3500 -8.4 -38.6 20.3 8.4 0.1 

MTH4202 20.4 1.7 -1.7 -5.1 16.3 

MTH4603 -5.35 -35.55 10.35 5.35 -2.95 

Part -35.8 -5.6 5.6 14.8 44.10 

Median -6.3 0 1.2 0.45 0.1 

 

Table 6.  Final Result after All The Median Polish Procedures 
Course Percentages of Attendance Effect 

0-50 50-70 70-90 90-100 

MTH3100 6.3 -5 3.8 -0.45 0 

MTH3104 0 0 -1.2 10.15 -2 

MTH3401 -7.5 3.5 0 -1.65 17 

MTH3402 -14.75 3.75 -1.65 0 12.75 

MTH3500 -2.1 -38.6 19.1 7.95 0.1 

MTH4202 26.7 1.7 -2.9 -5.55 16.3 

MTH4603 -0.95 -35.55 9.15 4.9 -2.95 

Effect -42.1 -5.6 6.8 15.25 44.10 

 

In forth sweeping, we subtract all the values inside Table 5 with the values 

under ‘median’ row, which are, -6.3, 0, 1.2, and 0.45 respectively. In this final 

sweep, we categorize all the final row medians as ‘row effect’ and all the final 

column medians as ‘column effect’. Therefore we have done the median polish 

procedure and we get Table 6 as the final table. 

Next, we shall look at the respective function that we use to get outcome of 

subtraction between the table values of third sweeping with the new column 

median that is found in the final column effects. We need to apply the following 

formula, jiij dcby  0
ˆ , where ijŷ  = mean performance from row i and 

column j, 0b is overall effect, jc  ith row effect and jd is jth column effect. 

Suppose we want to get back the observation from row 2 and column 3, that is 

23ŷ .Then we shall use 8.621.44ˆ
23 y . By using the value from row 2 and 

column 3 of initial table minus the value we get above, that is 47.7 – 48.9, we will 

get -1.2. This value will be the value of row 2 and column 3 of residual table.  

From the final residual table (Table 6), we can clearly see that the average 

performance of the students of MTH3000- and MTH4000- level courses is  
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44.10%. Looking at the row effects of Table 6, we see that MTH3104 students 

who get grades that are -2, are approximately 19 points lower than MTH3401 

students. Meanwhile, MTH3401 students tend to have approximately 4.25 points 

higher than MTH 3402, while MTH3402 students get grades that are 

approximately 12.65 points higher than MTH3500. The detail of the information 

for the other courses is available in Table 6.  

Then we shall have a look on column effect which might be able to bring us to 

a clear relationship between attendance and performance. The best (90% - 100%) 

attenders do 15.25-6.8 = 8.45 points better (on average) than the 70-90 attendance 

group, do 15.25-(-5.6) = 20.85 points better than the 50-70 attendance group, and 

a whopping 15.25-(-42.1) = 57.35 points better than the ‘no showing’, i.e. for the 

attendance group below 50%. 
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